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LSC  Meeting Agenda 18th July  2016 

 

Christchurch Junior Sports Meeting  
Agenda  

Wednesday 23rd July, 2019 6.30pm Start 
 

Present: Scotty Roberts (SLSNZ), Stu Bryce (SLSNZ) Huntley Quinn (SUM),    Adam 
Leatherland (SB) Julie Jorgensen (SthB), Andrea (WAIK), Duncan Campbell (WAIK), 
Ben (Waik), Carrie Worthington (TM), Kathryn Newbery (TM), Ian Rae(TM), Mike 

Walker (WAI) 
 

Agenda: 

Ref Topic 

1 Welcome /Introductions  

2 Calendar  for coming season  

3 Club requirements for events  

4 Direction  for Junior Surf- Based of Questions  

5 New Events 

6 General Business 

7 Health and Safety  

8  
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Meeting Notes: 

Ref Topic 

1 

Topic : Welcome to  attendees     

Comments:  
Group was welcomed to the start of the 2019.20  season  

 

2 

Topic : Calendar  for coming season 

Comments 
- Season calendar was presented and dates and venues where discussed. 

Waimairi was set for the First Junior event, on 1st Dec. Waikuku was set for the 

second on 12th Jan. JJ questions the positioning of the events in the calendar 
and why was Jan so early. SR told group that with Oceans being brought 

forward and clashes with other local events, this is the only spot open .Request 
from the group to move team based races to the first event, and single based 
races to the second. Based on kids being potentially still away. 

- -All agreed that the suggestion of splitting cadet beach (U1-U14) to a week 
night prior to the actual event won’t work as kids have too much on already. 

Status quo to remain then on the day of racing with all ages beach events to 
be run. 

- -SR stated that one way to alleviate some of the time issues with beach is that 

we look to run a second sprint track at events.AL thought good idea, but we 
will need additional 6 people to man the track so clubs will have to supply 

more helpers for this to happen .SR reiterated that junior events do not 
happen without the help of clubs running arenas  

3 

Topic : Club requirements for events 
Comments 

- Due to concerns around the safety in the water of the junior athletes’. It has 

been decided that each club must provide 1 lifeguard for every 10 athletes 
they enter. This will mean a greater number of water safety and support for 

the athletes. Lifeguards will need to come prepared to get wet, and will be 
rotated throughout the day, so they do not spend the entire time in the water. 

4 

Topic: Direction  for Junior Surf- Based of Questions 
Comments 
-A paper was sent to all junior Coordinators for feedback and discussion on the 

direction of Junior Surf .Points as listed below: 
 Medals for Junior events.SB spoke of the email he sent around the need for 

junior medals as they currently stand at Canterbury Juniors (CJC) and 
Southern Regions or if we look to a system of medal for all participates and 
award only the top athlete in each age group, Male and female, based on an 

accumulation of pints achieved throughout the event.  Group felt there were 
pros and cons for both choices, but felt that a child that may only win at one 

event would not be recognised sufficiently if it went to overall winner, and that 
not all kids value a participation award. All agreed to keep the medal structure 

as status  quo for Southern Region Champs, but further  discussion was had 
around the best way to recognise athletes at CJC. Some felt that this can be 
done back at the club by clubs. Action.  

 How to address the U10 skill level s to help in the move to U11 following year. 
The question was raised around if the extension races work for clubs in 

increasing the skill levels of U10. All agreed that it was too hard to asses at 
this stage, and going forward this may be better answered next season. All 
agreed that the best way forward was to only have the extension race on offer, 

and that all clubs should be working towards getting U10 athletes up to this 
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stage for the coming season. Was suggested by JJ that we offer the” people 

only” version of the race at the conclusion of the event programme, and this 
be done as a fun race with no points/medals attached to it. All agreed ACTION 

 What is the purpose of Junior Surf? There was a general consensus that it was 

teach water safety, but in reality it is totally sports based for all clubs. SR 
spoke on the fact that SLSNZ is looking at the purpose of junior surf in relation 

to other sporting codes and current research around the pressure that is being 
placed on younger kids (U8-U10) to compete. Does this meet the purpose of 
Junior Surf? 

5 

Topic : New Events 

Comments 
 -SR spoke on the new event for cadets this year that is being run and delivered by 
Ben Grant. It will include a board series in the preseasons for U12-U15, along with 

the Manic Mini Monster held at Waimairi beach on the 21st December. This is all being 
done by Ben and his wife Lana, with the only involvement from SLSNZ is the 

overseeing of the safety plan, which when completed and signed off allows clubs to 
access the equipment to deliver it. Both Ben and Lana have brought this to the event 
structure as they have chosen to give back to the sport and youth involved in Life 

Saving  
-SR mentioned that if the collective clubs feel they do not have enough events in the 

season, clubs can run events to fill the gaps, as long as they don’t clash for 
equipment with any other event on that day. SLSNZ is happy to work with clubs 

around safety plans for the events they may wish to run, along with getting 
information out to clubs as well. 
 

6 

Topic : General Business 
-AL requested that when results are compiled could he have a excel copy of them for 

club purposes.SR will email excel version to all club coordinators post events 
-SR mentioned that SLSLNZ will be running a Surf Official course for the junior surf 

section only later in the year, and requested that the clubs send as many people as 
they can to it. This allows the arenas to have people running them that have a 

greater understanding of the rules. Also means that the others/parents on the beach 
have a point of contact in that arena  
-JJ asked if we can get clarity over the ruling on board sizes for juniors, as this was 

challenged by Otago at last year’s SRJC.SR will look in to this and report back to 
group. ACTION 

- Junior group to look at providing more support to the running of the junior events 
to add to the experience for the Junior athletes. Currently in Canterbury they 
represent the most surf athletes on the beach at any one event .ACTION   

7 

Topic : Health and Safety  
Comments 

-SR mentioned that during a pool training recently, one of the junior athletes blacked 
out during brick carry practise. Athlete was fine , but a reminder to all clubs 

conducting  pool training , to ensure that they have someone watching the athletes 
when doing underwater training , and to advise the on pool lifeguards that you are 
doing this type of training as well . All agreed to adopt this approach  
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Summary of Actions 
 

 

Ref 

 

16th August  meeting 

Person to 

action 

Complete 

by 

 

Status 

4 

- Medals to be given to clubs post event 
based on results to be handed out at 

club level .Age group winners to be 
awarded at the event.   

-  

Event Manager 

on the day  

  

4 

- Fun “People Only” race to be added at the 

end of the event programme for CJC and 

SRC  

Scotty  to inform 

Otago of this 

decision  

  

6 
- Execl version of results to be sent post 

event to clubs  

Event Manager    

6 - Clarity on all board sizes for Junior Surf  
Scotty  Next 

meeting  

Under review 

now  

6 

- Create a list of requirements for junior 

events and hold meeting prior to events to 

ensure all is in play  

Scotty/Junior 

Surf 

Coordinators  

 List to be 

completed 

three weeks 

before first 

event .  

 -     

 -     

 


